
100W car splitter for fast charging up to 5 devices
SKU: TEHWCR2CAR3U

1 USB-C output, 2 USB-A outputs, 2 cigarette lighter/charger sockets, perfect for charging
all passengers' devices while driving

CHARGE ALL YOUR DEVICES WITH A SINGLE ACCESSORY WHILE DRIVING

The car splitter with a total power of 100W  allows you to quickly charge as many as 5 devices at a time. In fact, it is
equipped with as many as 3 USB outputs and 2 cigarette lighter/charger sockets . It's perfect for having all your devices
charged when you arrive at your destination: your passengers will also be able to use this accessory. Whether you're in the car,
camper or in a truck, you'll always have a valuable ally to help you deal with small daily needs.

A SPLITTER FOR AS MANY DEVICES AS YOU NEED: HERE ARE THE ONES

This car charger can charge many types of devices depending on the cable you use: Android smartphones and tablets Samsung,
Oppo, Xiaomi, Huawei, LG, Motorola, Nokia etc  or Apple, i.e. iPhone and iPad.

In addition, it can power lots of other useful accessories : wireless charging media, power banks, bluetooth headsets, gps,
navigators, dash cams, e-book readers, Mp3s or smartwatches.

USB OUTPUTS: PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY FOR FAST CHARGING
Once you have inserted the splitter in your car's 12V/cigarette lighter outlet, you can use the USB-A or USB-C ports.
The red USB-C output uses Power Delivery technology. When used individually, it delivers a power of 20W with which it charges
a compatible smartphone in just 30 minutes and a tablet in about an hour . This technology allows a fast power supply
without overheating or short-circuiting the device .



The two light blue USB outputs use Intelligent Charge 12W technology. This system allows the splitter to automatically
recognise the power requirements of devices without overloading them. When used individually, they can charge a
smartphone in 45 minutes and a tablet in 90 .

SLOTS FOR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS/OTHER CHARGERS: THE ADVANTAGES

The two circular charger slots are designed to accommodate other chargers or additional accessories such as a travel cooler or
bottle warmer. The overall power is 60W to ensure fast power to connected devices. 
KEY FEATURES:

100W total power
20W USB-C output with Power Delivery to quickly charge compatible devices
2 USB-A 2.4A outputs with Intelligent Charge for fast and safe charging
2 x 60W slots for cigarette lighters/other chargers
12V input plug/cigarette lighter



100W car splitter for fast charging up to 5 devices
SKU: TEHWCR2CAR3U

Technical data
Input: 12/24 VDC  
Output: 100 max  
Connector: 1 USB TYPE-C PD, 2 x USB  
Plug type: Cigarette lighter/12V socket  
Technology: Intelligent Charge, Power Delivery 20W  
Charging type: Power Delivery  
Input voltage: 12/24 VDC  
EAN: 8018417338472  
SKU: TEHWCR2CAR3U  
Weight: 70 g  
Maximum output power: 100 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 50 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 190 mm  
Height Pack: 180 mm  
Weight Pack: 155 g  
Width Inner: 130 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 1065 g  
Width Master: 300 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 400 mm  
Weight Master: 9120 g  
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